Ace your
motivation &
let's get you
hired in CF.
- Female x Finance

Prepare, prepare, prepare.
Common mistakes > tips
Underestimate the importance of a first impression
> Always do your research on the company, job
and sector
No arguments / anecdotes for motivation
prepared > Make sure you have supportive
arguments and anecdotes ready for each
motivation point
No clear motivation for the company > Research
the person you have the interview with, their deals,
their strategy and their employees

Personal questions
Personal & CV Based Questions
"Tell me about yourself." Always present yourself
in chronological order
"Why company X?"
Competencies Questions
"Tell me about a time you failed and how you
cope with it."
"Tell me about a time when you demonstrated
that you were open to new ideas."
Always make sure you have an example that
supports your answer to make it stronger

Why the sector?
Comparing
the results
Reach out to friends / family who work in the sector
and why didthe
they chose
to go into corporate
with
target
group.
finance?
Read the news and talk about the latest deal that
draw your interest
Try to really understand the sector you are applying
to and be creative in your answering why you are the
perfect fit into this sector
Make sure to be able to answer the question why
you want to go into CF and not PE or VC
What about the sector you think is interesting?

Why company X?
Research the company, their website, understand
their priorities and mission
Know someone who works or worked there? Reach
out to them and ask what they love about the
company
Examples of arguments: Sector focus, one of their
latest deals, culture, team (young team, stories you
heard, people you know), size (small vs large),
geography (Amsterdam, Rotterdam, international)
Make sure you ask them questions back too!

Why you?
Sit up straight and be confident!
Make sure to have three strengths and weaknesses
ready and think about in which situations
/examples you can give to explain these in practice
Why are you a good fit for this company and what
can you contribute to this company?
How do you function within a team and why does
that suit this job?
Be able to answer the question; 'why would we not
hire you?'

Tips to rock your motivation!
#1 Research the latest deals and use them in
your motivation. This will help you stand out
#2 Show that you are prepared, know the
sector and the company inside out and ask
relevant questions
#3 Was the company in the news lately? You
should know! So, read the news
#4 Write down your motivation and use the
STAR(R) method for your answers

You want to know more
about how to prepare
for your interview?
Reach out to: leonie@femalexfinance.com
> Or book your FREE career consult >
We are here to help!

Know your
technicals &
let's get you
hired in CF.
- Female x Finance

There are three main points to focus on
when preparing for an interview in CF
Corporate finance is the area of finance that deals with restructuring, investments, refunding, capital
structure of corporations and the actions that managers take to increase the value of the shareholders.
At first, when applying for an internship or job in CF it is good to know that each firm interviews their own
way. Some focus more on the motivational part, some more on the technical and case part. However, in
the end it is good to prepare properly for all of them.
There are three main subjects you can expect during your interview, which are explained in more detail
on the following pages:
1. The three financial statements
2. The valuations
3. Cases and brain teasers
The following slides go into detail about these three main pillars.

What to prepare before your CF interview?
1. The three financial statements
Profit & loss statement
Balance sheet
Cash flow statement
For each statement you should know;
What are they used for
What do they tell you
If you can only pick one, which one would you
choose?

2.Comparing
Know how to value
a company
the
results
Be able to chronologically explain a
discounted cash flow statement
Also, what happens to your equity value if
your WACC decreases?
And for instance, what happens to your
WACC when your cost of equity increase?
Multiples to remember are; EV/EBITDA,
EV/EBIT and P/E
Be able to explain

with the target group.

How to link the statements?

3. Be prepared to make a case
Be able to walk the interviewer through a
profit and loss statement when there are no
numbers provided, make sure you use
estimates that make sense according to the
firm you are presented with
Make sure to study the case examples in the
'Breaking into Wall Street' prep guide

Brain teaser & guesstimate
Let's deep dive in the academy!

Make sure that you are able to explain what
happens in all three statements if
depreciation increases
Or what if inventory decreases?
Or what if taxes change?

We have set up the Female x
Finance academy to provide you
with more insights and further details
about the financial technicalities
Check our website for more
information and to sign up!

Be able to answer unexpected questions like;
when you have nine balls, what is the
quickest way to figure out which one is the
heaviest?
How many people are flying at the moment?

What are the three Financial Statements
Balance Sheet

Profit&Loss Statement

Cash Flow Statement

Balance sheet is a snapshot
of the company at a
specific point in time. The
balance sheet shows the
company’s resources
(assets) and funding for
those resources (liabilities
and stockholder’s equity).
Assets must always equal
the sum of liabilities and
equity.

The P&L shows how much
revenue the company has
earned over the period and
what costs the company
has incurred to generate
these revenues. P&L shows
detailed items that make
up the retained earnings
for the year for the balance
sheet.

The CF statement captures
the actual timing of cash
flows. It ties the cash
position at the beginning of
the period to the position
at the end of the period.
The cash flow statement
can be divided into three
sub categories: operating,
financing and investing
cash flows.

The profit & loss statement
Revenue
Cost of Goods Sold
Gross Profit

Selling
General
Administrative
EBITDA

D&A
EBIT

Interest
Taxes
Net Income

Things that you can expect questions about:
The tax shield
What happens to your EBIT when COGS
increase?
What does it tell you if your EBITDA
increases? Is that a good thing? Why or
why not?

Balance Sheet

Assets

Equity

PPE
Goodwill

Equity Capital
Retained earnings

Current Assets

Liabilities

Cash
Accounts
Receivable
Prepaid Expenses
Inventory

LT debt
Other LT liabilities
Accounts Payable
Accrued expenses
Unearned revenue

Be prepared to answer the following types of
questions:
What types of costs are stated on the
accounts receivable and accounts
payable? What is the difference?
Be able to explain what accrued
expense are
Which factors can increase the liability
side of the balance sheet?
What does the balance sheet tell you
about your net working capital?

Cash Flow Statement
Revenue received
Cost of Goods Sold paid
Operating SGA
Interest
CF Operating Activities

Sale of business/PPE
Capital Expenditure
CF Investing Activities

Issuing Shares
Rising debt
CF Financing Activities

Make sure to be able to answer the
following questions:
What happens to the Cash Flow
Statement if net income increases?
What creates changes in the cash flow
for investment?
Is there a certain income stream that
affects all three the cash flows?

Linking the statements
Example question: "If depreciation increases in the profit&loss statement, will there be changes in the
balance sheet and/or cash flow statement as well?"

P&L

Balance Sheet

Gross Profit
Equity

EBITDA

Assets

Cash Flow

Operating

Investing

Liabilities
Net Income

Financing

Specific questions you can expect.
Do you know....
how the financial statements are linked?
what happens per statement when depreciation increases?
what happens if your inventory goes down?
the difference between a CCA and CTA?
when to use the different multiples?
These are a few of the common questions for an interview.

Need some extra guidance in your preparation?
> Book your free career consults
> Check our events page for upcoming trainings and events
> Or reach out directly to leonie@femalexfinance.com

Most important
when applying.
Training 4
Know
the
deal
PE technicals
process by heart.
- Female x Finance

M&A deal process - sell side

Lead

Company
research and
pitchdecks
4-8 weeks

- Review strategy
and timing
-Prepare teaser
and memorandum
- Finalize financial
model
- Finalize
buyer/investor list

Outreach
potential buyers
5-7 weeks

- Contact
buyers/investors,
send out teaser
and NDA
-Provide
memorandum
- Prepare
management
presentation

Initial Offer
2-3 weeks

- Solicit initial
indication of
interest

Due diligence
4-6 weeks

- Management
presentations
- Data room

- Second round of
discussions with
new management
meetings

- Legal
- Financial
- Accounting
- Operational
- Commerical

Final Offer

Closing

2-3 weeks

- Evaluate and
negotiate by
playing interested
parties against
each other
- Choose best
option (offer vs
strategy and fit)

- Final contract
negotiation and
documentation
- Close and
announce
transaction

You want to know more
about how to prepare
for your interview?
Reach out to: leonie@femalexfinance.com
> Or book your FREE career consult >
We are here to help!

